
T HKLAW 

T YMWQMLA

T :YERALW 

T YSNXA HNX 26

T YDLYXAW 

T NHB KXA YXDBO RSA 

T HKLAW 

T XODY HXA YK 

T YXDBOXA

T :KYXDBO RSA 

T NBL WYLA RMAYW 27

T NC YXAEM ANMA 

T KYNYOB 

T YXSCN 

T HWHY YNKRBYW 

T :KLLGB 

T RMAYW 28

T YLO KRKS HBQN 

T :HNXAW 

T WYLA RMAYW 29

T XODY HXA 

T KYXDBO RSA XA 

T :YXA KNQM HYHRSA XAW 

T TOM YK 30

T YNPL KL HYHRSA 

T BRL ERPYW 

T KXA HWHY KRBYW 

T YLGRL 

T HXOW 

T :YXYBL YKNAMG HSOA YXM 

And one says/contemplates: RMAYW 31

What will I give to you? KLNXA HM 

And the one of Yaoquv says/thinking it out... BQOY RMAYW 

you will not give to me from weakness nor from misery. HMWAM YLNXX AL 

On condition that you work with me, this is the Word:  HZH RBDH YLHSOX MA 

I will return again and again to the Light HBWSA

to shepherd your flock; KNAE HORA

I will be guarding/protecting. :RMSA   

There is nothing that the unjoyful heart, depicted as Laban, can give to one after the Mind of

our Father Yaoquv. For when the heart is not devoted for the sake of the mind and its well-being, it is

weak and has in it misery. Rather, the one of Yaoquv, thinking through the great resource of the heart—
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the flocks of Laban—promises by Word to serve again and again, untiring, as a shepherd of the heart

and to guard the heart and its treasures. 

The PLAn OF The ShePheRd WhO LOveS The heARTS OF ALL PeOPLeS

I will pass through in the midst of all your flocks KNAELKB RBOA 32

today (every day). MWYH 

to remove/select by name MSM RIH 

all of the shayh/inherent crowning attributes of a life HSLK 

speckled—that which clusters and belongs together, or spotted—variegation of expression  AWLTW

DQN

coupled with all the shayh of comfort/charred by the fire of the altar/activated by Wisdom, MWC HS

LKW 

with the merciful ones (lambs) MYBSKB 

and those spotted and speckled DQNW AWLTW

amongst the goats—those of valour and strength of Understanding, MYZOB 

and the Light of Yæhh is my income/wage.  :YRKS HYHW 

The one of the Mind of Yaoquv seeks from the heart every day to behold that which Yæhh is

providing at the heart altar of Laban. What is found is obtained by name which bears the attributes of

crowning glory, cohesiveness and full of vitality. With these one selects the Thoughts of Mercy and

those which have the strength of leadership amongst the inward flocks/members. These finds are

amongst our daily treasures as we serve at the heart altar. 

And the humble will be given to me, my uprightness, YXQDE YBHX NOW 33

in the day following/the day to come. RCM MWYB

When you come/appear concerning my wage YRKS LO AWBXYK 

before your faces KYNPL 

all will be verified, nothing except the speckled and the spotted AWLTW DQN WNNYARSA LK 

amongst the goats—the strong thoughts as a fortress of inner defense, MYZOB

and the brown—from the fires of the altar which are amongst the merciful ones, MYBSKB MWCW

which are protected and guarded. BWNG   

hhúwa is the sum of all in my hand! :YXA AWH

These are the words of the devote mind spoken to the heart. As a result of serving at the heart altar all

things will be verified with understanding, and only the things that are selected of Wisdom and

Understanding shall appear unto your full expression/faces of heart. One who is the Mind of Father

Yaoquv seeks after the riches of the heart, and considers these things to be the income of one’s journey.

That which is found within the heart is guarded by the ALhhim hhúwa, and revealed to the mind that

serves at the altar on behalf of all peoples. What is in our hand are the gifts of ALhhim hhúwa-

Gammal; blessed be Their names. The Gammal conceals all within and releases the Wisdom and

Understanding as activated by the Breath of hhúwa. 

From this line in the Teúwrah, comes the phrase, and the day to Come: RCM MWYB.

And the one Laban says/thinks it through! NBL RMAYW 34

Affirmed it shall become and belong to us as Yæhh gives according to your Word! :KRBDK YHY WL NH 
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In this manner the Mind brings into agreement the thoughts of the heart unto this end/fulfillment of

service all things from the hand of Yæhh. do not think that your riches will come from any other

source. 

The purpose of instruction must be measured as to its fulfillment by the purpose of the student or the

one inquiring into the subject at hand. As to the purpose of the sacred writings and their teachers, the

result is to yield one complete in all traits of ALhhim whereby they are made perfect in meShich. We

are not teaching unto specific deeds, per se, to get one to conform to an ideology or to make manifest

fixed characteristics of a practice or dress code, etc. Rather, we are teaching unto the goal that one

walks in the Light of their name, the name given to them by the Father, in which is the Light of the

Father, whereby one selects from the flocks those things by Name (verse 32). As one walks in their

name, they walk in harmony with the Fathers. The Light in them is the Light at their feet in which they

walk uprightly, not swaying nor stumbling to the left or to the right. 

The primary means to achieve the fulfillment of your name is by the appointed offerings, made in their

season from your heart. The basic offering is daily in its month or season. The seasons are set in twelve

parts, three parts for each side of Light, namely the side of the Qedam/east/spring, the

negev/South/summer, the Yúwm/West/fall, and the side of the Tsaphun/north/winter. By making the

daily offerings one enters into the Light of each side and the parts thereof, whereby the Light in them is

in accord with the universal Lights that surround them in which they have Being. 

The offerings are before The Teúwrah/The Law, for from the making of the offerings the Words of Fire

are written and then given/taught to all peoples, not simply the Jews or people called Israel. All peoples

are evaluated or judged according to the Words of this great Law (Romans 2:1-11).  When you fulfill

the Law then you have fulfilled the offerings also; whereas, if you consider that any part of the Law is

not on your agenda, then you fall short of the glory, and honor, and immortality of eternal life. Let not

anyone boast in their arrogance to defy the Words of Fire lest they be burnt in the end as wood, hay, or

stubble. When we are walking in the Fire, we are not burnt by the Fire, but walk as the offspring of

ALhhim that appears in our midst! This is the evidence of the hebrews who stood the test of Fire, giv-

ing us an example that all will be tested by the Fires of the Seven Rings of ALhhim (conveyed as seven

levels or seven times in the parable of daniAL 3:25). 

From the offerings all of the Law hangs upon two spanning outlines: the Love of YahúWah—the

Collective house of Light, and the Love of one's neighbor, including the twelve parts within you which

neighbor each other. Often when the Love of the Collective of YahúWah is not fulfilled, it shows up in

the dissonance of how one considers each of their parts inwardly, as well as how others are viewed in

their eyes. And as one Loves the Unified Collective of YahúWah, they also demonstrate the Love of

their parts and associates as One. Through the Love of YahúWah and one’s neighboring houses, being

the devotion to the Source and all that is made by meShich, the teachings are fulfilled, whereby the

Teacher and Student rejoice together. In that all names and all things are made of Light, we call forth

the Faces of the Fathers within every name and that which is made that all live unto the glory and

honor and immortality of Life which abides within.  

The PeeLInGS OF The BRAnCheS TO ReveAL The WhITe TexT In The TeAChInGS

ALSO knOWn AS The STRIPeS OF MeShICh ThROUGh WhICh ALL ARe heALed!

T AWHH MWYB RIYW 35

T MYSYXHXA 

T MYALTHW MYDQOH 
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